
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I _____________________ as usual, attending at the office at the
appointed hours.
1.

(occupy)
have been occupied

The proof is that not a word ________________ about giving him an
appointment, though he has been here two years.
2.

(say)
has been said

Religious education _____________________ from secular instruction.3.
(separate)

has been separated

I will never believe that your hands ____________________ in blood.4.
(plunge)

have been plunged

Not one decent book ____________________ on that side for years.5.
(produce)

has been produced

I think myself the horse ________________ for too little money, but if so all
the better for the young man, who came forward when no other body did with
his money in his hand.

6.

(sell)

has been sold

Hitherto her toil and money ___________________.7. (waste)have been wasted

A considerable amount of coin __________________.8. (steal)has been stolen

The following table _________________ for convenience.9. (add)has been added

Robert, I hope you ______________________ off your legs?10. (not/walk)haven't been walked

Her beauty ______________________ perfect, but a recent writer has
proved this to be an error.
11.

(consider)
has been considered

Other than the corrections noted by hover information, inconsistencies in
spelling and hyphenation _____________________ from the original.
12.

(retain)have been retained

Upon what different foundations our lives __________________!13. (build)have been built

Its greatest defect is the imperfect manner in which matters of commerce
_____________________ for.
14.

(provide)have been provided
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Recently copies _________________ without border.15. (make)have been made

The appearance of the original text _____________________ in each
case.
16.

(preserve)
has been preserved

The old spirits ____________________ in him.17. (revive)have been revived

At her age, a crisis means little sleep until a decision
___________________.
18.

(reach)has been reached

Every chapter in the book ___________________ by a specialist.19.
(revise)

has been revised

The work ______________________ into several different languages in
Europe.
20.

(translate)
has been translated
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